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Characterization of countably compact, Lindelof, H-closed, first countable and second 
countable are provided in terms of the nearness structur@. Apglkatiorw of these results iire 
provided for uniform spaces and specific nearness structures. 
nearness space 
countably compact countably bounded 
Introduction I 
One of the most interesting new develo:,ments in topology in recent years is tr%e 
concept of a nearness pace provided bv Eerrli‘ch [5]’ IIt is ani ;Ixiomatization Iof the 
concept of an arbitrary collection of sets being ne$Gr; p natural and extremely useful 
generalization of the concept of two s&s being bear, known as a proximity 
structure; and the concept of a finite coHection 3f/ sets being near, known as a 
contiguity structure. I 
The utility of nearness spaces can be demons/rated in a variety of ways. 
Topologists are now able t a view topological spaces jand uniform spaces in a more 
symmetrical manner and to better understand the inadequacies of topological 
subspaces [7]. Nearness paces have contrii)uted enormously to the understanding 
of various extension problems; see for exc!mple [ 1,: 2, 5, 6, $1. 
Nearness spaces have provided a fruitful arena for thlose mathematicians 
interested in approaching topology from a categorical viewpoint. Fundamental to 
this pursuit is the fact that the category of &-topological spaces and continuous 
functions TOP is isomorphic to a full bicoreflective iubcategory of the category of 
nearness paces and nearness preserving funcGons NEAR. Let T : NEAR + TOP 
denote the bicore ection and let P denote the full s&category of ‘KW possesdw 8 
topological property P. It is then of interest o cliaracterize T-‘(B), the subcategory 
of NEAR consisting of those nearness paces wh~sc underlying; topologies satisfy 
perty .P. This was done in [4] for compactness. : 
n this paper ‘we characterize those nearness paces wh 
lof, countably corn, 
111 I I 
From these results, one obtains a number of applications for uniform spaces and 
speci6c rlearness tructures. Several results in the spirit of the Niemytzki-Tychona 
theorem are provided. The topology in all results involving H-closed spaces is 
assumed to be Hausdo 
Let X be a set; the:n P’(X) will denote the power set of P’-‘(X) for ~a& natural 
number II and ,4p*(X) = XV Let 5 be a subset of S’(X) and d and 3 subsets of 
S(X). Let A and-B be subsets of X. Th6n the following notation is used:, 
(1) “& is near” or &9Q means & E 5; and “W is far” or &6! means’ & g 6. 
(2) A@ means (A, B} E 6. 
(3) c&A = {x E X : {{xl, A} E 6). 
(4) dv9?=(iWB:A~d,B~B). 
(5) d corefines 93 means that for each A E .d there exists a B E 39 such that 
CA. 
nition 2.1. Let X be a set and e c% P’(X). Then (X, 6 j is called a ~tec~r~sess space 
provided: 
(Nl) nd# 0 implies ti E 6. 
(N2) If & E t and for each B E B there exists A E d with A C cl& then _ 
SB E 6. 
a nearness pace is called a Nl-space provided* 
(M) {x)6(y) implies1 x = y. 
Given a nearness pace (X, Q), the operator cl6 is a closure opPzrator n X. 
there exists a topology associated with each nearness pace in ii natural way. This 
topology is denoted by t(e). This topology is & (Recall thaw a topology is RO 
provided x E {y’) implies y E {x}.) Conversely, given any WO to@ogical space (X, t) 
there exists a compatible nearness tructure & given by 
50 = {& c’ 99:x): f-7 “a# PI). 
To say that a nearness tructure 4 is compatible with a topology .t on a ,set ;sl( 
means that f = t(c). f 
ca liled 
5) be a nearness pace. 
provided E 4 implies fl d# $5. 
at there exists a finite 
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The following theorem, 
topology being compact. 
from provides 9 characterization of the underEying 
. Let (X, 5) be a nearness space. Then the underlying topology is 
COEVpiWt if and only if & is t0tdly bmnded and B-Cmlplete. 
‘??Ic: following definition is useful 
terms of the nearness tructure. 
in &as -acteriziag other topological properties in 
3,2. Let (X, J) be a near:ress pace. 
(1) (X, Q) is called ogren totally bounded provided every colllection of open subsets 
of X with the finite intersection property is near. 
(2) (Xg 5) is called open B-cotnplete provided every open d?ear ultraGlter 
converges. 
(3) (X, 6) is called countubZy bounded provided e:ach SQ C P(X) with the 
countable intersection property is near. 
(4) (X9 5) is called countably totally bounded provbjed every countable & C 
P(X) with the finite intersection property is near. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (X, 6) be s nearness quce. T?ze undei@ing topology is cowtab@ 
compact if and onQ ij 6 is couwtably tota1Z-y bounded and the, closure of each nwvfilter 
has the countable intersection property. 
Proof. Let t(e) be countably compact. Let S# = {Al: i TV N} be :i coun.table 
collection of subsets of X and d $Z! S; Then (‘*ld# 8. Hence (X - ~6 : i E W} is a 
countable open cover of X and thus there exists a finite subcover {JC - A, : k = 
1 ,...,n).Then fI{R,: k =I,..., n} = fl and thus 6 is countably totatty boanded. 
Let ZF be a near filter and consider .@ = {.‘p: F E 91. Since % has the 5nSte 
intersection property and t(t) is countably compact it follows that 9 has the 
countable intersection property. 
On the other hand suppose that the conditions on 6 are satisfied. L,et 6 = 
(Cbi : i E N) be a countable open cover yClith no finite subcover. Thus 9’ = 
is h collection of nonempty chxed sets with the finite intersection 
be the filte:. base generated lqr 9; then 3 is countable: and has the 
finite intersection pro y. Either 48 E 6 or @I G 5; but by the conditions oq 5 hoth 
cases nn: impossible. ence every countable: qren cover of X must have a finite 
subcover. 
~00f. assume the underlying topology is Lindelof and let 9 = {S, : a E 0) be a 
ar collecticon. Then 9 = {& : a ff? 0) is also far and hence fk? = 18. Thus 0 = 
(X4: a E a} is an open cover and by hypothesis it has a countable subcover 
(X - $,, : k E Pi). Hen n{&,: k E PI], and thus 6 is countably bounded. Let 
% be a near filter sue has the cauntable intersection propety. If atilh +F = 0, 
then {X - F: F C: 9} is an open cover for X; and since X is Lindelof there exists a 
countable subcover. &it this violates the countable intersection property of “# and 
we have a contradiction. Therefore adh ZF# 0. 
0n the other hand, suppose that e satisfies the tliJlro conditions and let 6 = 
(0, : LY E 0) be an open cover of X with no coluntable subcover. Then Sp = 
{X- 0,: ty E 0) is a collection of closed sets with the countable intersection 
property. Let 9?? be the filter base generated by 9, It too, has the countable 
intersection property and since 6 is countably bounded it fo%lo~s that 9! E 6. Let s 
be the filter generated by the filter base 3, Then 9 is a near filter with the 
countable intersection property and hence ‘adh 99; 8. But this implies that 0 = 
{ Op : a E m&!) is not a cover of X and we have a con trardiction. Therefore, 6 must 
have a countable subcovee: and thus t(e) is Lindelof. 
Corollary 3.5. Let (X, 5) be a nearness space. 
(9 If w is regular and 5 is tauntably tiunded anJ euery near filter with the 
countable ii ztersection property clusters then t (5) is paracompact. 
(2) If w is normal and 6 is countably totally bounded and the closure of every 
near filter has the countable intersection property then t&j is pseudocompact. 
Thwrem 3.6. Let (X, f) be a nearness space. The underfykg topukbgy is H-closed if 
and only if 6 is open totally bounded and open B-wmplete. 
Proof. Suppose the underlying topology is kklcrsed. Let 0 = (O= : a E 
collection of open sets with 6 e 6. Then n{& : a E 0) = 0. Set 9’ = 
{x - o* : a E .O), then 9 is an open cover of X and by ?he hypothe:sis there exists a 
finite subcollection {X - & : k = 1, . . . , II!) such that X = iu{X - &,: k = 
1 f . l I” , n}. It follows easily that fl{C&, : k =’ 1 ). . . 3 n} = @I. Hence 6 is open totally 
bounded. Since t(e) is tklosed every open, ultrafilter coverges and helrce every 
open near ultrafilter converges. Hence 5 is open B-complete. 
Cwvelswy, suppose the wnditions on 6 are satisfied and let 0’ = (0, : ~1 E 0) be 
an open cover for X. Suppose that d = {aa : a E $2) does nlot have a fiuite 
subcover. Den set 9 = (X - (Th : Q! E fij. Then 9 is a collection of open sets with 
the finite iiatersection property. Let ZF be an open ultrafilter containing &Y Then 
9 E 6 since 6 is open t d. Since 6 is open B-complete it foiloWs that 
n 2FaC 0 zmd hence n } # 0. But this contradicts the fact that 6 is a 
ust have a finite subcoilrer an4 thxefore t(e) 
An interesting feature of the thre$ previous theorems is the di!;ection of the 
topological property in each case into two riearness) space properties. This is 
re,rlliniscent, at least in spirit, to the splitting of the concept of corilpactness on a 
metric space into the concepts of totally boundedness and completeness. 
-We now turn our attention to several countability properties. It is evident that 
the underlying topology of a nearness pace is separable if and only if there exist:3 a
countable subset that is near to every nonempty subset. 
Herrlich, in [7], calls a collection 63 C S”(X) a base for h proviclied the members 
of c are precisely those JEI C S(X) which corefine some members of & The 
feElowing theorem characterizes those nearness spaces for which the underlying 
topology is first countable. 
Theorem 3.7, Let (X, 5) be a nearness space. 77ze underlying topology is first 
countable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For leach x E X there exists a sequence {J&} such that for each n E N: 
(a) ~4~6: S(X); . 
@) d,, e 6; 
(c:) J& is countable. 
(2) For each /3 G J with (x) tc’ p there exists &, that corefines /?. 
Harnsaker and Sharma [IO], show that a metrizable nearness pace must have a 
countable base for g Thus it is evident hat a countable base for c is not sufficient o 
guaralntee that the underlying topology is second countable. Such a characterization 
is prc’lvided in the next theorem, 
Theorem 3.8. Let (X, e) be a nearttess space. Il’hen underlying topology 
counlabile if and only if there exists a family (Aa. : a E 0) satjsfying : 
(1; & C P(X) for each a E a, 
(21 s&,, $Z 6 for each cy E 0, 
is secplltd 
(3) (A : .A E d.. for some cy E a and A is not a singleton set} is countablle, 
(4) each collection 48 e 6 with 9? containing a singleton set is corefined by some J&. 
Using the results of the previous section, it is possible to characterize, in an easy 
manner, certain topological properties in terms of the uniform structure. Let (X9 % ) 
be a uniform space. It is known [7], that 
$(%)={rPPCgb(X): n{U[A]: A ~&)jkBforea~h UC?%) 
is a compatible nearneiss tructure on X. We shall call a collection 
% -collectian if Se E &(% ). If additionally, d is a filter, we shall re 
%-filter. Surely every Cauchy 
1k:i J, w. Chrkon 
countably bounded if fop each U E % there exists a countable C C X such that 
U[C] = X. % is coantabkf bounded if and only if s(q) is countably bounded. 
Theorem. 4.1. Let (X, Ou ) be a uniform space. Then : 
(2) f(q) is Lindelof if and only if 421 is countably bounded and every Q&filter with 
the countable intersection property clusters. 
(2) t(%) is countably compact if and only if every countable collectk?n S# C P(X) 
with the finite intersection property is a %? -collection ; and the closure of every (II -filter 
has the countable intersection property. 
Let t be a uniformizable topology on a set X. Then t is known to be compact 
provided each %-Cauchy filter clusters for ever;1 compatible tiniforrn structure CIU. 
Recalling that every uniformizable topology admits a compaCbl2 totally bounded 
uniform structure, we obtain a corresponding r(:sult for the topological properties 
LiKjdelof and count ably compact. 
Thawem 42. Let (X, t) be a uniformizable topological space. ‘Fhen : 
(1) t is Lindelof if and only if each %-filter w&h the countable intersection property 
clusters for every dompatible uniform structure %, 
(2) t is countably compact if and only if $he closure of every %-filter has the 
countable intersection property for every compatible uniform structure $1. 
5. Niemytzki-Tycbonoff type theorems 
The Miemytzki-Tychonoff theorem [ 421 !;tates that a uniformizable topological 
space is compact if and only if every com;>atibk: uniform structure is complete. 
Sieber and Pervin [ 131 obtain the corresponding result for quasi-uniform structures. 
In 141, it is shown that a &-topological space is compact if and only if every 
compatible nearness structure is B-cohnplete. By a Niemytzki-Tychonoff type: 
theorem, we will then mean one that characterizes a topological property in terms 
of every compatible structure; in our case nearness tructures, possessing acertain 
property. The proof of the following Niemytzki-Tychonoff type theorem for 
countably compact, Lindeloff; and H-closed follows easily from the previous 
results. 
horem 5.L Let (X9 t) be a &topological space. Then: 
(I) t is countably compact if and only if every compatibIe nearness structure has the 
property that the closure of every near filter has the countable intersection property. 
(2) t is Lindebf if and only if eu compatible nearness structzwe has the property 
th(gt every near filter with the coun le intersection property clusters. 
d only if every compatible nearness .~Emcture is open 
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6. s mess structures 
Let (X, 6) be a O-topologicaI space. Set 
&I = {& c P(X): rL52p fl}, 
& ={dCS(X): for finite 93 Cd; ns#0), 
& = {.a? c S(X): for countable %Z’ C &; n @? # rm), 
& = (& C P(X): f?~d# 0 or A is the union of infinitely many 
point-closures for each A E &}, 
Each of t’he above nearness tructures is compatible with the original topc:;!Pogy t. 
& is the smallest ccimpatible nesrness tructure and clearly topological. l&r is the 
largest nearness tructure on X, compatible with t, this was shown bly Hunsaker and 
Sharma [Ml. If (X, R) is Tt, then &,, takes the following easy form: &, = 
(La4 C P<XI/: na t 0 or each A E ~4 is infinire}. 4 and & demoastraze that every 
&-topolc;gical space admit a totally bounded and countably bounded compatible 
nearness tructure. 
It seems appropriate at this point to note that the full swlxatcgzxy of countably 
bounded nearness paces is bireflective in the category NF3AR.. Herrlich, in [7], 
shows that this is the case for the subcategory of totally bounded nearness paces 
and notes that many of the properties carry over for k-tot ially boundedi nearness 
spaces. Specifically, the bireflection is given by (X, e)-) (X, 6 U &). In a slightly 
different language, we have that every nearness struct~~t is contained in a 
compatible countably bounded nearness tructure; analogol.lls to the corresponding 
result for totally boundedaess. These observations are important in what follows 
since they easily imply that $;M must be totally bounded and hence cowntably 
bounded. 
Proposition 6.1. Let (X, t) be a &topological space. Let ijO, 5, &, & be rzs defined 
above. Then : 
(1) t is compact if and only if 4Jb is B-complete. 
(2) t is H-closed if and only if &, is open B-complete. 
(3) t is countably compact if and only if 9 a filter in & implies $ has ihe countable 
intersecth property. 
(4) t is Lindelof if and only if SF a filter in & with tlrze countable intersectiorll property 
implies 9 clusters. 
(5) t is countably compact if and only if & is count6~,b~ly tot&y bounded. 
(6) t is Lindelof if and only if each filter in & &~fers. 
(7) P is comwct if md only if TM is ‘B -cornpiete. 
(8) it is Linielof if and only if each filter in EM wiih the countable intersection 
property clusters. 
(9) t is Lindelof if and only if & is countabl:y btwnded. 
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